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A B S T R A C T 

The presence of asymmetries in the positions of the fuel pellet stack 
with respect to the cladding, and of the rods with respect to each other, 
in PWR fuel bundles has a dominant effect in reducing the amount of strain 
and hence channel blockage under loss-of-coolant accident conditions. The 
relative Importance of heat source asymmetry and thermal hydraulic effects 
has been investigated with the MABEL-2C code, using a transient 
appropriate to the MT-3 ballooning experiment. 

Calculations involving an initially offset pellet stack, with no 
relocation, predicted strains similar to the minimum observed (about 30%) 
- provided that the hot side of the cladding remained in contact with the 
pellets. Strains of over 60% were predicted If the cladding centre 
remained fixed relative to the pellet stack centre line. Intermediate 
strains could not be produced by varying the initial offset; however, if 
the eccentricity were assumed to be fixed during the transient, i.e. the 
ratio of minimum to maximum gap remained constant, the observed range of 
strains could be reproduced. All possible gap ratios (i.e. between 0 
and 1) are required to be present. 

Degradation of heat transfer was shown to decrease the azimuthal 
temperature gradients and hence increase the rupture strains. Movement of 
the cladding centre relative to the neighbouring rods, as implied by the 
'hot side straight' effect, led to differential subchannel closure which 
reduced further the azimuthal differences produced by heat source 
asymmetry. If the neighbouring rods reflected this movement, additional 
reductions were noted. At an eccentricity of 0.5, corresponding to a gap 
ratio of 1:3, and with all the rods assumed to strain at the same rate, a 
rupture strain of 392 was predicted if all the rods remained centred on 
their original positions. The strain Increased to 41Z if only the centre 
rod showed a 'hot side straight' effect, and to 55Z if the outer rods 
reflected the centre rod movement. Thermal hydraulic effects alone, 
arising from the Initial displacement of a rod towards its neighbours, 
were just insufficient to prevent total blockage in the absence of pellet 
eccentricity. 

The study has shown that it is Important to take into account the 
relative movement of rods during ballooning when analysing cladding 
deformation under LOCA conditions. Azimuthal temperature differences 
arising from such movement are, however, less than those due to pellet 
eccentricity, which is the dominant cause of low burst strains. There is 
no unique relationship between rupture strain and eccentricity. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

The MABEL-2C loss-of-coolant accident analysis code O has been used 
to calculate the limiting effects on overall cladding strain brought about 
by asymmetric positioning of the pellet stack within the ballooning 
Zircaloy cladding. Cooling conditions, rod dimensions and initial 
positions were based on those in the MT-3 test carried out in the NRU 
reactor^ 2). 

The calculations were based on a data set supplied by Ccddlngton. 
The therraalhydraulic data for this had been taken from a RELAP run which 
used a reflood history adapted to give a temperature transient which 
agreed with the experimental results as well as possible. Creep constants 
were based on CEGB recommendations. 

(3) 
The rupture criterion used in the present calculations was a local 

midwall hoop strain of 140X. Calculations using the CANSWEL-2 
p r o g r a m , ^ which forms the cladding deformation model in MABEL-2, have 
shown that this criterion gives good agreement with experimental burst 
s t r a i n s ^ - 7 ) f o r cladding temperatures in the high a-phase region, see 
Fig. 1. 

2. HABEL—2C CALCULATIONS 

2.1 SYMMETRICAL CASES 

A base case with symmetrical subchannels and a centrally situated 
pellet stack was studied to examine the main features of the transient. 
The outer rods of the 3 x 3 array modelled by MABEL-2 were assumed to 
expand at the same rate as the centre rod, and were assumed to remain on a 
square pitch throughout the transient. Axial strain profiles at various 
times are shown in Fig. 2 along with the nodtng scheme, and cladding 
temperature and strain histories for two nodes In the ballooning region 
are Illustrated In Fig. 3, Roughly uniform deformation is calculated up 
to about 10% strain over about 80 cm axial length, resulting from axially 
uniform temperatures at this location. Following this, the 'carrot' 
ballooning profile typical of burst tests carried out under mainly 
convective cooling conditions Is developed, associated with progressive 
superheating of the steam in the subchannels. There is a tendency for the 
peak strain position to move up the rod as deformation proceeds. A change 
from two-phase flow to superheated conditions at node 14 at ~ 165 s 
reduces the magnitude of the 'lift-off effect and so permits further 
deformation at this level. Superheated conditions prevail at higher 
elevations and gradually proceed downwards. In Fig. 4 the axial 
distribution of coolant temperature at various times is illustrated. The 
profile at 186 s shows clearly the effect of coolant bypass. At nodes 13 



and 14 the rods touch and no bypass Is possible, below this elevation 
coolant is lost to the outer subchannel, resulting in lower mass flow In 
the blockage itself. A rapid rise in temperature is noted in the most 
highly strained, Isolated, nodes. Above this region colder coolant flows 
in from the outer subchannel, stabilising the coolant temperature, which 
then rises slowly as before towards the top of the fuel rod. A bypass 
model is considered appropriate to the analysis of MT-3, since in the 
experiment the pressurised pins were surrounded by a row of non-
pressurised, non-straining rods. 

Between 160 and 184 s the strain rate at node 14 is approximately 
constant, since the cladding stress and temperature remain roughly the 
same. The cooling effect on the cladding due to surface area increase is 
offset by the effects of flow rate reduction and coolant temperature 
increase. The increase of cladding radius and the wall thinning would 
raise the stress, but these effects are balanced by the reduction in 
Internal pressure as the internal free volume Increases. From 184 s 
onwards cooling becomes Increasingly less efficient as the steam 
superheats, and as rod flattening occurs the area of cladding accessible 
to the coolant decreases. The cladding temperature therefore rises at an 
Increasing rate, approaching that for adiabatlc heat-up. The effect of 
the temperature rise on the strain rate is, however, opposed by the 
decrease in cladding stress as the cladding flattens and the radii of 
curvature of the unsupported regions become less. Eventually the strain 
rate would fall to zero as blockage became total. 

To demonstrate further the Importance of thermalhydraulic feedback In 
this transient an additional symmetric case was run, this time without 
strain on the outer rods of the 3 x 3 array. There is less reduction in 
flow area for a given strain and therefore less flow diversion and coolant 
heating. In the absence of steam superheating after 160 s, the cladding 
temperature falls slowly as the rod expands, as illustrated in Fig. 3, and 
strain in axial node 14 proceeds at a steady rate. 

2.2 OFFSET ROD CASES 

The importance of subchannel effects in the previous calculations 
suggested that if the subchannels were unequal In size at the start of the 
transient, the thermalhydraulic feedback mechanisms acting when rods 
strain might lead to the development of azimuthal temperature gradients 
large enough to cause early cladding rupture and thus prevent severe 
channel blockage. Cases were run in which the pellet stack remained 
concentric with the cladding, but the position of the centre rod was 
initially offset towards a nearest neighbour. The initial position is 
illustrated schematically In Fig. 5. 

2.2.1 3 mm rod offset 

The temperature and strain histories for the case of the maximum 3 ran 
displacement are shown in Fig. 6. While the subchannels remain relatively 
large and there is free passage between them, the a2lmuthal temperature 
gradients are low. At low strains the pellet/cladding gap Is small, so 
that the cladding temperature is well coupled to that of the fuel. The 
rod power Is low, so that fuel temperature gradients are low, hence 

cladding temperature differences remain small. As the cladding strains, 
and the subchannels contract, the cladding becomes decoupled from the 
pellet and the azimuthal gradients increase, reaching a maximum of 19°C at 
2OX strain. During most of the time, up to 170 s, cooling In node 14, 
which has the highest strain, is by heat transfer to a high Duality two-
phase mixture, and the azimuthal gradients are produced by a differential 
reduction In the heat transfer coefficient (by about 20X) resulting from 
different flow diversion and hence mass flow rate In the unequally sized 
subchannels. The ratio of subchannel areas Is, however, tending to unity 
as strain approaches 33%, since mechanical Interaction forces the centre 
pin towards the centre of the nine rod array, and this leads to a 
reduction in azimuthal temperature gradients. Bypass effects are however 
still felt at this elevation because of flow diversion lower down the rod, 
so the fall in azimuthal difference is only -6°C. By the time 33% strain 
has been reached, cooling at node 14 is by heat transfer to superheated 
steam in both upper and lower subchannels, and the coolant temperature In 
the upper subchannels, Fig. 5(d), is by now ~ 130°C hotter than that in 
the lower ones. The higher temperature Increases the heat transfer 
coefficient, which is now roughly equal in all subchannels, but the 
temperature difference between cladding and coolant Is now different 
between the upper and lower subchannels, so that azimuthal gradients are 
still present on the cladding. Differential closure of the subchannels 
leads to an increase In azimuthal gradient; however cooling becomes 
increasingly inefficient and the temperature difference stabilises at 
about 28°C, with both sides of the cladding heating up at the same, 
adlabatic, rate. The increased coolant quality in the upper subchannels 
is probably largely caused by the asymmetric positioning of the heat 
source; even at the end of the transient most of the fuel rod is 
unstrained, with the centre rod nodes still in contact with those of the 
nearest neighbour. 

With the recommended rupture criterion failure at node 14 would occur 
at about 65% average strain. However the strain at node 15 has by then 
overtaken that at node 14, because of the less efficient heat transfer 
which develops downstream o*: the severe blockage in node 14, and blockage 
at node 15 finally exceeds 99.5%. 

2.2.2 2 mm rod offset 

The case with 2 mm displacement produced very similar results to the 
previous case. This is because of mechanical interaction effects; after 
10% strain at a given axial node the geometrical position of that node 
relative to other rods in the array is the same in the two cases. 
Azimuthal differences at low strains are small, therefore the strain 
histories of the two cases will be little different. 

2.3 OFFSET P E L L E T CASES 

An option is available In MABEL-2C by which the pellet centre 
position is defined at the start of the transient and remains the same 
unless forced to move by contact between the pellet and the cladding, see 
Fig. 7(a). The pellet is assumed to remain cylindrical and intact. Runs 
were carried out in which the magnitude and direction of the initial 
offset was varied. In most cases the 'hot side straight' option was used 



for the cladding; with this option the instantaneous hot side of the 
cladding is assumed to remain stationary in the absence of mechanical 
interaction so that the cold side deforms away from the heat source. This 
is intended to represent the anisotropic behaviour of a-phase 
Zircaloy. It is based on experimental observation of burst tests on 
single rods with internal electrical heaters. 

As in the first symmetrical case, the outer rods were assumed to 
expand at the same rate as the centre rod and to remain centred on their 
original positions. The other run parameters were also the same as in the 
symmetrical case. 

2.3.1 Cases with cladding hot side straight 

Temperature and strain histories for a run in which the offset was 
60 urn pointing towards a nearest neighbour are shown in Fig. 8 and axial 
strain profiles in Fig. 9. A 60 urn offset is the maximum allowed at the 
start of the transient. 

The strain histories are similar to those of the symmetrical case up 
to about 160 s; the preferential straining of the hot side which remains 
close to the heat source thereafter results in a gradual relative increase 
in average strain rate. The fact that the hot side does not 'lift o f f 
more than compensates for the additional 'lift-off* of the cold side. 
The azimuthal temperature difference gradually Increases as straining 
proceeds, reaching a maximum of about S0°C at 20% strain in node 14; at 
this point mechanical interaction between the cold side of the rod and the 
nearest neighbour on that side leads to the hot side being forced away 
from the pellet and the azimuthal temperature difference falling on 
further cladding strain. This effect has been discussed by Wlehr et 
al< 9)in relation to the REBEKA-4 electrically heated bundle test. 

The calculation was stopped at 172 s when the local hoop strain 
reached 140% (0.88 natural strain); the average hoop strain at node 14 was 
then about 32Ï- This burst strain was insensitive to local ductility, a 
change In local strain of 1015 leads to a change In average strain of only 
1.5%. At 32% strain node 14 has just become trapped by its neighbours, 
and the azimuthal temperature difference has fallen to about 30°C. Owing 
to the 'hot side straight' effect, the cooling channel restriction Is 
greater on the cold side, tending to lead to a rise in coolant' 
temperatures there. At node 12, where two-phase flow is maintained, 
temperature gradients continue to increase up to 75 °C at 
172 s, but strain rates at this node are much smaller. The axial strain 
profile, Fig. 9, shows a more sharply tapering shape than that for the 
symmetric case, Fig. 2. 

Similar results were obtained when the orientation of the offset was 
towards a next nearest neighbour, or when the offset was reduced to 
40 urn. This is because small changes in azimuthal gradient Induced by 
changes in Initial offset are dominated by the much larger changes induced 
by the 'hot side straight' effect. The rupture strains of about 30% are 
about the same as the minimum burst strains recorded in the MT-3 
experiment.CO) 

2.3.2 Cases with cladding centre fixed 

The dominance of 'hot side straight' induced effects was further 
investigated by running a case with the offset maintained at 60 urn towards 
a nearest neighbour with the cladding centre forced to remain in its 
original position. Initially, the behaviour is the same as in the 'hot 
side straight' case; Initial gradients of 8-9°C reduce to about 2°C in the 
adiabatic heat-up phase. Increasing to 8-9"C during the slowly rising part 
of the transient. This value stays constant until about 10% strain is 
reached; the difference decreases in node 14 to about 3°C when the rod 
becomes trapped at 32% strain. The overall strain history is very similar 
to that in the symmetric run. In node 14 the azimuthal gradient Increases 
slowly after trapping when the subchannels become Isolated; this is due to 
preferential straining and subchannel blockage on the hot side. In node 
12, which gradually reaches 15% strain, the azimuthal difference remains 
at about 10°C. This run shows that the azimuthal temperature gradients 
produced by the initial offset alone are insufficient to prevent extensive 
subchannel blockage; no rupture is predicted below 70% average strain. 

2.4 ECCENTRIC PELLET CASES 

In MABEL-2C a pellet eccentricity may be defined; this is then fixed 
throughout the transient, see Fig. 7(b). The pellet Is assumed to remain 
an Intact cylinder, with no relocation. If the eccentricity is denoted by 
e, then the gap sizes are in the ratio 1 - e : 1 + e, thus zero 
eccentricity represents concentricity of pellet and cladding while a value 
of unity implies continuous contact between the pellet and one part of the 
cladding. Runs were carried out covering a range of eccentricities, the 
direction of eccentricity always being towards a nearest neighbour. In 
order to Investigate the relative importance of temperature gradients 
induced by heat source asymmetry and thermalhydraulic efects, four main 
series of runs were carried out; 

(i) only the centre rod strains, all the rods remain centred on 
their original square lattice positions; 

(ii) all the rods strain at the same rate, and all remain centred on 
their original positions; 

(ill) all the rods strain at the same rate, the centre rod has its hot 
side remaining fixed with respect to the original lattice (the 
'hot side straight' option), the outer rods remain centred on 
their original positions; 

(iv) all the rods strain at the same rate, the centre rod has Its hot 
side remaining fixed, the outer rods reflect the movement of the 
cen t re rod. 

The Implied rod movements in cases (ii)-(iv) are shown schematically 
in Fig. 5(a) to (c). 

The four classes above are in order of relative Importance of 
thermalhydraulic effects on azimuthal temperature difference, with respect 
to the difference caused by a given eccentricity. 



2.4.1 Class (i) 

In the first class of runs subchannel effects are of minor 
Importance. Figure 10 Illustrates temperature and strain histories, for a 
case with 0.35 pellet eccentricity. Azimuthal temperature differences 
increase steadily after the adlabatlc heat-up phase, as strain proceeds. 
Superheating of steam in the subchannels does not occur until a very late 
stage, therefore the cladding temperature drops as strain proceeds owing 
to a combination of the effects of increased cladding surface area and 
increasing thermal resistance between fuel pellets and cladding. The 
azimuthal variation of gap size and cladding surface area adjacent to the 
pellet surface leads to the formation of azimuthal temperature gradients 
which Increase with strain. Nodes 12 and 14 exhibit similar temperature 
histories, consistent with the lack of steam superheat in the ballooned 
region. Inspection of Table 1, which summarises the results of the 
eccentric pellet runs, shows a smooth progression to lower strains as the 
eccentricity Increases, and reveals that the time to rupture decreases 
with increasing eccentricity, consistent with the explanation given in 
Section 2.3 regarding relative strain rates on the hot and cold sides of 
the cladding. There is no mechanical Interaction in these cases. 

2.4.2 Class (11) 

In the second series of runs cladding strain on all the rods means 
that the subchannels close at a faster rate, so that steam superheat 
occurs earlier than in the previous case, at 160-170 s when strains are 
10-20%, as described in the account of the symmetric cases. A typical 
example of temperature and strain histories for 0.35 pellet eccentricity 
is shown in Fig. 11. Azimuthal temperature gradients are always lower 
than in the corresponding case (1) with no outer rod strain, up to rod 
contact at 33% strain. Azimuthal temperature gradients increase after rod 
trapping owing to differential subchannel closure; there Is no stabili
sation of the difference as in the offset rod cases. The difference in 
closure rate is higher than in the latter runs, since the azlrauthal 
gradients have been higher. By the time 43% overall strain has been 
reached, blockage is very high on the hot side, which heats up 
adlabatically, but there 1B still some cooling on the cold side. 

The lower azimuthal gradients, compared with the series (i) cases, 
are due to degraded heat transfer In the ballooned regions, mainly caused 
by the lower mass flow. This Is the sole reason at low strains. Later 
on, increased coolant temperatures play a small part. Figure 12 shows the 
development of azimuthal gradients as strain proceeds, for a pellet 
eccentricity of 0.5. At ~ 30% strain, for an eccentricity of 0.35, about 
3/4 of the difference in gradient between the case where only one rod 
strains and all the rods strain is due to different heat transfer 
coefficients on the hot and cold sides, and 1/4 is due to differences In 
steam temperature. 

The dependence of average hoop strain on peak strain Is shown in 
Fig. 13. Table 1 shows that the average rupture strain In these cases is 
always greater than in the previous set of runs where only the centre rod 
strains. The effect of mechanical restraint is seen in the slight upward 

curvature at high strains, implying that the strain distribution is 
becoming less peaked. There are two reasons: firstly, the 'pin' Imposed 
on the cladding at the parts of contact when the rod becomes trapped 
prevents free azimuthal movement of the cladding and, secondly, the more 
strain there Is on the hot side, the more the strain rate is reduced 
because the reduced radius of curvature of the unsupported region leads t 
lower stresses there. 

2.4.3 Class (ill) 

In Figures 5(b) and 14 the 'hot side straight' option used in the 
third series of runs is illustrated schematically. The cold side moves 
towards a nearest neighbour until at 20% strain contact occurs. On 
further rod strain the rod is pushed back towards the centre of the array 
so at ~ 33% strain the geometric situation is the same as if the cladding 
centre fixed option had been used. The cladding temperature history and 
strain distribution will, however, have been altered. A run with 1.0 
pellet eccentricity was similar to the offset pellet run (Fig. 8) up to 
20% strain in node 14, after that the only difference is the absence or 
presence of lift-off of the hot side, respectively. The reduction in 
azimuthal temperature difference in the offset pellet run occurs too late 
to Increase the final strain significantly. 

Azimuthal temperature differences are less for a given strain and 
eccentricity in this series of runs than in the cases with all the 
cladding centres staying in their original positions, as shown In 
Fig. 12. Up to 33% strain, the subchannel closure on the cold side is 
greater than on the hot side, as shown in Fig. 14, this leads to greater 
flow diversion there, and a decrease in heat transfer coefficient. These 
effects decrease the azlrauthal temperature difference produced by the 
pellet eccentricity. In Fig. 12 the reduction in temperature difference 
is shown on average to be about 8°C between 10% and 40% strain. 
Oscillations seen in this region are due to successively lower nodes 
contacting their corresponding nodes In the nearest neighbouring rod, and 
being pushed back towards the centre of the array. This oscillation Is 
probably a function of the finite node size and also due to the lack of a 
model for mechanical coupling between axial nodes; a smoother curve would 
be expected with a more detailed model. 

2.4.4 Class (lv) 

The 'outer rod centre reflection' option used in the fourth set of 
cases is shown schematically In Fig. 5(c). With this option rod-to-rod 
contact occurs at 15% strain, and the rate of differential subchannel 
closure is about four times that in the previous cases where the hot side 
of only the centre rod stays straight. This option Implies a correlation 
of hot sides amongst the rods, and is chosen as an extreme case of 
thermalhydraulic interaction with heat source eccentricity effects. In 
Fig. 12 the sharp drop in azimuthal temperature gradient caused by 
differential subchannel closure is clearly seen. 



2.4.5 Helical arrangement of eccentricity 

Further cases «ere run In which the cladding hot side and 
eccentricity were arranged axially in a helical pattern, with a rotation 
of 90° at each axial node. This leads to an averaging out of coolant 
conditions amongst the subchannels, so that differential subchannel 
effects are reduced. For a given eccentricity, the rupture strains lie 
closer to the value for fixed cladding centres than to the value for 'hot 
side straight' with axial coherence, see Table 1. 

2.4.6 Comparison of the different cases 

The dependence of average strain on peak strain for a number of cases 
with 0.5 eccentricity is shown in Fig. 15. If the outer rods do not 
strain, cladding centre movement of the middle rod relative to the outer 
rod does have an influence in reducing the temperature gradients, but the 
effect is smaller than if all the rods strain (compare curves (d) and (e) 
with (b) and (c)). 

The numerical results of this Section are summarised in Fig. 16, 
which shows the dependence of burst strain on eccentricity for the four 
main cladding strain/relative movement options studied here. An average 
straindO) f o r MT-3 0 f about 44Z corresponds to an eccentricity of ~ 0.38 
on the curve for cases where all the rods strain, and where there is no 
relative movement of rod centres relative to each other during the 
transient. This seems to be the most appropriate curve, since no 'hot 
side straight' effects were noted in the MT-3 experiment. 

3. DISCUSSION 

It is appropriate now to summaride the various mechanisms which 
contribute to azimuthal cladding temperature asymmetries. These are 
components of the 'lift-off effect', i.e. the change in cladding 
temperature with strain; they have been discussed, for example, by 
Gibson et al 

(a) Changes in pellet/cladding gap. As the gap Increases, Its 
insulating effect is enhanced; this reduces the heat flux to the 
cladding and leads to a reduction in cladding temperature. It 
is a transient effect; eventually the local pellet temperature 
rises to restore the heat flow. 

(b) Changes in cladding surface area. The surface area increases 
with strain, so that the cladding is cooled more efficiently, 
and its temperature falls. Following rod trapping, the surface 
area presented to the coolant decreases with increasing strain, 
and this component reverses. 

(c) Changes in heat transfer coefficient. Changes in flow 
conditions in partially blocked channels, for example because of 
flow diversion, affect the heat transfer coefficient. This 
effect is particularly significant for two-phase flow; In the 
present work the flow rate was normally calculated to decrease 

for axially extended balloons, leading to a decrease in heat 
transfer coefficient to two-phase coolant. Flow diversion can 
no longer take place at axial locations where the rod has become 
trapped. 

(d) Changes in fluid temperature. For superheated steam, coolant 
temperature rises occur in the ballooned region following 
changes in fluid mass flow and heat transfer rate, and a coolant 
temperature Increase tends to lead to a cladding temperature 
increase. Asymmetric positioning of the heat source within the 
3 x 3 array can also lead to differential heating In the 
subchannels. 

Asymmetric positioning of the pellet stack within the cladding leads 
to the formation of azimuthal cladding temperature gradients via 
mechanisms (a) and (b), since the gap and area available for cooling for a 
particular angular extent of pellet are not azlmuthally uniform. These 
are the most powerful mechanisms for the generation of non-uniformities in 
temperature around the cladding perimeter. Thermalhydraulic effects, (c) 
and (d), may lead to azimuthal temperature gradients being produced if the 
subchannels are non-uniform in size, the non-uniformity being either 
present initially (initial offset of a rod in the 3 x 3 group) or 
developing with stralr- (the centre of the cladding circle not remaining 
fixed because of, for example, hot side straight effects). The maximum 
temperature gradients produced by effects (c) and (d) are less than those 
which can arise from heat source asymmetries. It should be noted that 
overall changes In the heat transfer coefficient at an axial location, and 
azimuthal variations in that quantity, both affect the azimuthal 
temperature distribution. In addition, mechanical restraint affects the 
strain distribution, as discussed In the previous Section. The mechanical 
effects tend to even out peaks in the strain distribution, increasing 
rupture strain, but not to any significant extent below 45-50Z average 
strain. A more detailed discussion appears in Ref. 10. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Asymmetric positioning of the fuel stack within the cladding provides 
the most powerful mechanisms for the generation of azimuthal temperature 
gradients which limit the cladding strain at rupture and hence may prevent 
severe coolant channel blockage. 

To prevent subchannel blockage, It Is necessary for there to be 
relative movement of the pellet and the straining cladding such that the 
azimuthal temperature gradients increase as the cladding strains. In 
MABEL-2C, this may be brought about by the use of the 'hot side straight' 
option in combination with a fixed pellet position, or may be implicitly 
brought about by the use of pellet eccentricity. 

With the assumptions that all rods in the array strain at the same 
rate and remain on a fixed pitch throughout the translent, HABEL-2C 
calculations with an offset pellet stack predict rupture strains of ~ 30X 
in agreement with the lowest strains observed in the MT-3 experiment, but 
only if the 'hot side straight' option is used. This result Is 



Insensitive to the orientation of the offset, rupture criterion or size of 
offset. The calculated drop in azimuthal temperature gradient when the 
hot side of the cladding is forced away by mechanical interaction on the 
cold side is physically reasonable. It is not possible to reproduce the 
intermedíate strain values observed in the experiment by varying tha 
initial offset. 

MABEL-2C calculations with an eccentric pellet stack have shown that 
it is possible to reproduce the range of strains observed in MT-3 by a 
suitable choice of eccentricity. An eccentricity of unity, Implying 
continuous contact between pellet and cladding on one side, produced a 
strain close to the minimum observed experimentally. The full range of 
eccentricities, from 0 to 1, is required to be present. The eccentricity 
option is considered to be the best available at present in MABEL-2C for 
predicting blockage In nuclear-heated bundles. Eccentricity at low 
strains is more effective in promoting early rupture than eccentricity at 
high strains, given the same heat transfer conditions. 

Thermalhydraulic effects due to the initial positioning of a rod away 
from the centre of the array are insufficient to prevent complete 
subchannel blockage in the absence of pellet stack eccentricity. 

The rupture strain corresponding to a given eccentricity is dependent 
on the strain history of the surrounding rods, and to the movement of the 
rods relative to one another during ballooning. At an eccentricity of 
0.5, strains in the range 36.5-552 have been predicted by suitable 
variation of the above factors. The rupture strain is also dependent on 
the thermalhydraulic history; a lowering in the heat transfer coefficient 
leads to an Increase In strains. There is thus no unique relationship 
between burst strain and eccentricity. 
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TABLE 1 

NRU MT-3 RELAP transient: MABEL-2 calculations with constant eccentricity 

Start of 
Pellet Centre rod Outer rod Outer rod b u l 8 l n S ( 3 3 X 6 ) U P 

eccentricity option strains positions 

Time, s AT, °C Time, s AT, 

0 cf ac cf 184 0 * * * 
cf ns cf 206 0 * * * 

0.15 cf ns cf 202 13 (223) (16) (56) 

0.25 cf ac cf 183 16 197 43 58 
cf ns cf 200 22 208 24 46 

cf ac cf 181 21 188 43 47 
cf ns cf 198 32 202 33 41 

0.35 hss ac cf 181 12 197 28 54 
hss ns cf 181 13 191 35 49 
he 

cf ac cf 178 29 178 29 39 
cf ns cf 192 43 193 43 36.5 

0.5 hss ns cf 192 38 194 36 37 
hss nc cf 178 23 182 24 41 
hss ac rcr 181 10 (197) (29) (55) 

cf ac cf 173 41 173 41 33 
0.75 cf ns cf - - 182 65 31 

hss ac cf 174 28 174 28 34 
hss ac rcr 177 22 177 22 35.5 

cf ac cf _ _ 168 61 28 
i n cf ns cf - - 171 86 27.5 
1 *U hss ac cf - - 169 55 28.5 

hss ac rcr - - 170 35 29 

* denotes that no rupture occurred 
( ) denotes an extrapolated value 
cf centre(s) fixed 
hss hot side straight 
he helical eccentricity 
ns no strain 
ac as centre 
rcr reflect centre rod 
AT azimuthal temperature gradient 
£ average external hoop strain 

FIG.1. COMPARISON OF CANSWEL - 2 
PREDICTION OF AVERAGE HOOP 
5TRAIN, AS A FUNCTION OF 
AZIMUTHAL TEMPERATURE 
DIFFERENCE, WITH EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA FOR MEAN CLADDING 
TEMPERATURES 720 -600°C. 
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FIG.5. 

SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF CASES TO STUDY 
THE INTERACTION OF DIFFERENTIAL SUBCHANNEL 
CLOSURE AND PELLET ECCENTRICITY 
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(I) CLAOOING HOT SIDE NOT 
5TRAIGHT - THERE IS NO 
RELATIVE MOVEMENT 
BETWEEN PELLET AND 
CLADDING CENTRES. 

(II)CLADDING HOT SIDE STRAIGHT-
THE MINIMUM GAP, 
g, REMAIN5 THE SAME 

(Q) OFFSET PELLETS 

FIG.7. ASYMMETRIC POSITIONING OF PELLETS 
WITHIN THE CLADDING 
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FIG.13. PEAK MlDWALL NATURAL HOOP STRAIN 
AVERAGE HOOP STRAIN AS A FUNCTION OF PEAK HOOP STRAIN 

FOR DIFFERENT PELLET ECCENTRICITIES, e: CLADDING CENTRES FIXED, 

ALL RODS STRAINING AT THE SAME RATE 
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FIG.1S. AVERAGE HOOP STRAIN AS A FUNCTION OF PEAK STRAIN FOR 

0.5 PELLET ECCENTRICITY. WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF CLADDING 
MOVEMENT a RELATIVE STRAIN 


